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“Fall is here and the Opportunity is coming…”

A Message From Our President
As I pulled on my sweatshirt yesterday morning and
headed out to the foothill trails with the hounds, I
realized fall is upon us. Perhaps it is not the brisk
morning air but all of the other tell-tales of this season.
The smell that the waning and yellowed grasses and
weeds take on as they dry and die off, the
reappearance of backpacks on children as they head
somewhere with purpose rather than nowhere in
particular with the kind of leisure that smacks of
summer and the swan song of summer for me: rolling
up the tubes to my boat and hanging the frame in the
garage rafters.
Oh, but it has been a great summer. My husband and I
spent many fine days on many fine rivers this year, all
over Idaho and even as far as Colorado. I’ve had my
oars in hand so much this summer I often had to
remind myself that reverse in my car does not entail
back-oaring. Rafting to me is invigorating, exciting,
scary, frustrating, fun and even peaceful.

The same is true of many other undertakings – things
worth doing are sometimes hard. One person’s idea of
“worth doing” can vary greatly from the next person’s.
I’m sure if you handed me a double wedding-ring quilt
to finish I would run from you, screaming. Likewise,
many folks would take one look at rafting’s idea of a
bathroom and give the same sort of reaction. Truly, it
is our differences in work and at play just as much as
our similarities that make us want to know each other.
We take time when we come together to learn about
one another.
Fall is here and the opportunity is coming for
community within our chapter when we come together
for unit meetings and education. I invite everyone to
take a moment to learn something about your fellow
unit members and foster the community!
Be well-

My friend Ahmad and I sat on our boats on the bank
of the Middle Fork of the Salmon River, laughing
because here we were swatting away hornets and
talking about what we loved about rafting. A month
before we had been swatting away mosquitos on the
bank of the Green River and we wondered what we
would be swatting away on the bank of the Snake
River in August. We were slightly sunburnt, our
bodies tired from rowing all day and making and
breaking camp every day, strapping things down in
anticipation of an afternoon thunderstorm, and pouring
over the map in anticipation of the next day’s rapids.
It occurs to me that this may not be everyone’s slice of
heaven, that rafting is a working vacation, that to the
uninitiated it sounds like a lot of logistics. Fair
assumption.
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
First Name

Last Name

City

Unit

Angelena
Camille
Patricia
Darla
Meloney
Carlin
Kim
Karen
Sarah
Kristin
Jessica
Tammey
G. Michael
Maili
Kindra
Heide
Cobra
Demirose
Gesile

Ahlers
Bloxham
Casey
Chessmore
Clifton
Enlow
Gneiting
Hall Ray
Heckathorn
Hess
Kowallis
Maus
Montague
Murdoch
Ruiz
Schaefer
Skinner
Trevizo
Zamora

Priest River
Pocatello
Buhl
Rexburg
Boise
Star
Nampa
Nampa
Boise
Coeur D Alene
Boise
Boise
Pocatello
Grace
Idaho Falls
Idaho Falls
Grace
Saint Anthony
Saint Anthony

Northern
Eastern
Central
Eastern
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Northern
Western
Western
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern

(Since June 1st, 2014)

VOLUNTEER!
Get Involved as a
volunteer for the AMTA
Idaho Chapter! There
are many benefits and
opportunities for
professional growth.
Please see page 14 for
available positions
and details.

Welcome! Thank you for joining the AMTA-Idaho Chapter
Look for your unit representatives on the AMTA-ID officer roster (page 14)
and Contact them with any questions you may have.
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MOTOR INHIBITION:
WHEN WEAKNESS
ISN’T REALLY
WEAKNESS!
DOUGLAS NELSON, CNMT

difference between true weakness and
weakness due to motor inhibition. Specific
strengthening exercises to a truly weak
muscle can produce miraculous results.
Overloading a muscle weakened by motor
inhibition can produce disastrous results.
For those of us who are massage therapists, we don’t often think about strength
issues, but this can be enormously important in helping people in pain. Research
shows that trigger points decrease strength
in the muscle in which they reside, called

Many clients who come to see me have
also been to several other health care providers. It is not uncommon for them to
have also visited a physical therapist, who
prescribed specific strengthening exercises. Unfortunately, these exercises aggravated the symptoms. This was frustrating
to the patient as well as the therapist. The
therapist is typically convinced that the
patient was simply not doing the home
exercises as no increase in strength happened over time. Understandably, the therapist questions the commitment of the patient to the healing process. The patient
typically decides to quit doing the exercises, putting them back where he/she started,
but no better. This is especially common in local motor inhibition. For example, a trigpeople experiencing low back and shoulder ger point in the infraspinatus will cause the
problems.
infraspinatus to test weak as compared to
the other side. Worse yet, trigger points
Now in my office, my job is to help this
can refer motor inhibition, creating weakclient out of this conundrum. When I resis- ness in distant muscles. In the case of the
tive test the muscle, it is indeed weak.
infraspinatus, the typical referral is to the
Range of motion (ROM) may also be reanterior deltoid, which will then test weak.
duced, though active ROM may be within No amount of strengthening will rehabili70% of normal. What causes the muscle to tate the anterior deltoid until the trigger
be so resistive to rehabilitation and fatigue point in the infraspinatus is addressed.
so quickly? The answer often lies in the
principle of motor inhibition.
The effect of precise manual therapy to a
muscle with neurologic inhibition is often
Motor inhibition is the shutdown of a mus- dramatic. If the noxious input to the muscle is decreased, restoration of function is
accomplished quickly. This may be visible
in the restoration of R.O.M., strength increases, and restored function. The subscapularis is a good illustration of this
principle. The function of this muscle is to
assist in the stabilization and downward
depression of the humeral head during
abduction. When neurologic inhibition is
present, the subscapularis does not stabilize the glenohumeral joint. This becomes
crucial because 95% of all dislocations of
the shoulder are anterior-inferior, exactly
the plane of motion the subscapularis stabilizes. This may also lead to a distinct
popping and clicking in the joint during
cle to prevent injury to a joint or further
abduction. While there are other reasons
injury to the muscle itself. Muscles essen- for clicking in the joint, none of them
tially do one thing, which is to contract. In would be affected by restoration of subthe presence of a tissue injury such as a
scapularis function. If the clicking disaptrigger point, the muscle has a diminished pears following treatment, the motor inhicapacity to contract, which we term weak- bition of the subscapularis was the cause.
ness. Normally, when a muscle is weak,
the corrective strategy is to overload it
In the sequence of treatment, manual rerepetitively, slowly raising its capacity
lease of the tissue will be followed by res(exercise.) Unfortunately, there is a serious toration of near normal strength and ROM.

The patient could then be referred to a P.T.
or A.T.C. or anyone qualified to help them
with specific incremental strengthening.
The patient and muscle are now ready and
available to benefit from exercise therapy,
which will be needed to maintain complete
function. In cases where previously prescribed exercises made the client worse,
careful resumption of those same exercises
will now rapidly increase the healing process. The exercises were the right call, but
at the wrong time. In this way, you can
maximize the good work of physical therapists or certified athletic trainers.
The applications of massage therapy are
quite broad, increasing range and strength
is only part of the picture. The next time
your client complains of a feeling of weakness with no indications of neural deficit or
other pathology, remember to consider
motor inhibition.
The founder
of Precision
NMT seminars, Doug
has taught
hundreds of
seminars and
to various
populations
from physician's conferences to educational seminars for lay people. Practicing massage therapy since
1977, he has studied with a host of great
educators and worked in several clinical
environments. He is the president of BodyWork Associates, a sixteen therapist massage therapy clinic in Champaign, IL
which has been in operation since 1982.
Doug still maintains a very active practice; he doesn't just teach, he has a busy
personal practice (seeing over 1,100 client
visits annually); the clinic is the laboratory
for the development of PNMT. Doug has
treated thousands of clients over the years,
from the NBA to the NFL, factory workers,and high level musicians who suffer
musculoskeletal pain.
Doug is passionate about the efficacy of
the work and has conducted many clinical
research studies to investigate PNMT. He
is a member of the International Myopain
Association and the International Association for the Study of Pain and is also a
regular columnist for Massage and Bodywork magazine.

 Douglas Nelson, 2011
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AT A GLANCE

Eastern Unit Member Meeting:
(See page 9 for complete details)

September 10, 2014 Begins at 6:30 p.m.
Tommy Vaughn’s Grill, 850 Jensen Grove Dr, Blackfoot, Idaho
RSVP by Sept 9th to Melinda Shodin at amtaideurep@gmail.com
Dinner, networking, and discussions on insurance billing (RSVP).

Northern Unit Meeting and Workshop:
(See page 10 for complete details)

September 14, 2014 Begins at 1:00 p.m.
CPR/AED Refresher Training
Lewiston Lion’s Club

AMTA National Convention:

September 17-20, 2014
Denver, Colorado

Central Unit Potluck Social:
(See below for complete details)

October 3, 2014 from 6 to 8 p.m.
Cutters subdivision Park in Hailey, Idaho

Eastern Unit Workshop:
(See page 11 for complete details)

October 11, 2014 Begins at 8:30 a.m.
Myofascial Release for the lower body (Part 2)

Western Unit Meeting and Workshop:
(See page 12 for complete details)

October 18, 2014 Begins at 7:00 a.m.
Kinesiology/LMT yoga and self care
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AMTA ID Eastern Unit
Workshop October 2014
TECHNIQUES IN MYOFASCIAL MASSAGE FOR THE LOWER BODY -8 CEUs
WHEN
Sat, Oct 11th, 8:30 am-5:30 pm

WHERE
921 South 8th Avenue, Pocatello, ID (ISU Massage Clinic)

The cost will be $99 for AMTA members, $119 for all others.
Techniques in Myofacial Massage for the Lower Body is designed for
the therapist interested in learning a more clinical approach in massage
techniques. Myofascial Release refers to the manual techniques for
stretching the fascia and releasing bonds between fascia, skin, muscles,
and bones. It aims to free the body of pain and increase the range of
motion thereby fringing about a balance in the body. Participants will be
introduced to direct and indirect techniques for accessing and releasing
the fascia in parts of the lower body (abdomen, gluteals, thigh and leg).
We will review the basic hand techniques used in myofascial release and
dedicate most of the time to practice on each other.
AMTA-ID is excited to welcome back Roger Olbrot, President of the
AMTA-Utah chapter! Roger is a teacher and Director of Education at the
Myotherapy College of Utah. He holds bachelor's degrees in Chemistry
and Biology, with further graduate studies in Medical and Environmental
Microbiology. Roger directed the massage therapy at the 2002 Olympic
Winter Games in Salt Lake City, co-directed the massage therapy for the
International Gay Games in Sydney, Australia in 2002 and co-directed
the massage therapy for the 2004 Olympic Summer Games in Athens,
Greece. Roger will be teaching us the basic concepts of fascia and
Myofascial Release techniques for the lower body.
NCBTMB Provider # 450162-06

Educator Roger Olbrot

Participants should wear shorts and a top that can be easily lifted to accommodate work on the abdomen. Bring sheets
and a lotion or cream that gives very little glide, so the skin and underlying structures may be engaged without slipping.
Palmer's Cocoa Butter or Prossage Heat are acceptable. Bring water for hydration and something to write with. Tables
will be provided. Class Schedule: Class starts at 8:30 a.m., break for lunch at 12:30 p.m. and back in class from 1:30 p.m.
until 5:30 p.m.
Register Now! Online: http://www.brownpapertickets.com/event/853134
REGISTRATION FORM Please fill out the form below, detach, and mail with check or money order payable to “AMTA-Idaho.”
Address the envelope to Andrea Gower, 5 Tulane Ave, Pocatello, ID 83201. For further information, go to www.amtaidaho.org or
call Melinda Shodin at (208) 541-1771 or amtaideurep@gmail.com.
Name _________________________________Telephone ___________________ E-mail _________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Street or PO Box

City

State

Zip

Total Fee Enclosed: _____________
Cancellation Policy: Written notice must be sent to Andrea Gower and postmarked two weeks prior to the date of the class. At that
point, all but $50 of your registration fee will be refunded. In the case of a “No Show,” no refund will be granted.
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releasing from the person on the table.
Sthira and Sukah are Yoga teachings
of refining the balance between effort
and ease. To begin to understand this
yogi teaching, it is essential to desire
career longevity and to cultivate
balance in the physical body. Balance
begins from the earth.
Sthira- is a Sanskrit word which
describes effort, firmness, and
activation. Sukah- translates to ease,
soft, or comfortable.
Together these two words are like yin
and yang or polar opposites, qualities
to nurture and achieve the delicate
balance between both. As a massage
therapist, this can be understood by
learning body mechanics from the
ground up.

to cultivate the teachings of Sthira and
Sukah we are learn to move within our
bodies in a healthy and balanced
manner. Try these poses to create
strength in your body with steadiness
and gracefully give your next massage.
Warrior 1: Lunges are the perfect
poses for cultivating Sthira and Sukah
because it teaches body mechanics that
can be used while you massage.
Warrior 2: This pose give the
shoulders a little reset by reversing the
forward shoulder motion we can find
ourselves in while in massage sessions.

Tadasana: It’s been said, “If one can
learn to stand in this pose correctly,
that they could stand forever” okay
well maybe we don’t want to stand
forever, but how about standing
EFFORT AND EASE
Sthira teaches us to be connected
without tiring to quickly. Tadasana or
BY NICHELLE SCOGGIN-LABRUM
aware of the ground we stand on and
Mountain Pose is a great place to feel a
our connection to it through all ten
grounding and equal weight
As Massage Therapists we have
toes, the center of our heels and the
distribution throughout the whole of
cultivated our touch. Through many
balance between the inside and outside both feet.
sessions we have observed the various of the feet. By starting at the ground
pressures we give and its capacity to
and how we are standing on our feet,
The following list of poses, are a few
create length, space, relaxation, and
we are able to bring that same attention of my favorites for relieving common
healing. We therapists spend many
all the way up through each joint and
Massage Therapist aches and pains.
hours observing and studying touch
muscle group, in turn finding our bony Note that our jobs consist of arms
qualities in relation to the clients’
structure in proper alignment and good forward and sometimes shoulders
wellbeing. Through our various forms body mechanics. This alertness and
rounded, each of the following poses,
of bodywork each client’s body
firmness is Sthira.
are the reverse motion.
observes, gives feedback, and develops
-Supported Bridge Pose
new connection deepening their body Sukah is the ease and grace that
-Cobra Pose
awareness.
follows once the structure is aligned,
-Cow/Cat Pose
it’s the way the muscles effortlessly do
-Camel Pose
Body awareness for the massage
their job, it’s the expression of your
-Thread the Needle
therapist can be the make-it, or break-it massage work while you yourself are
of their career. While giving massages comfortable and pain free in your own For complete picture tutorial, benefits,
it can be so easy to find yourself out of body.
and modifications visit
alignment and creating more
www.yogajournal.com/poses.
dysfunction in yourself then you’re
By practicing yoga poses and learning

A fully licensed Massage Therapist, Nichelle completed her training at Idaho State
University, in The Massage Therapy Program in 2007. In her evolution as a bodyworker, her personal strengths have moved into the directions of Myofascial Release, Sports Massage and Pregnancy. Nichelle greatly enjoys relieving people of
their pain and speeding up injury recovery time. Her knowledge centers an understanding of the fascial body and her treatments target a full integration of fascia
and muscles. Helping individuals relieve limiting conditions like plantar fasciitis,
carpal tunnel, and tendonitis.
Currently, Nichelle is obtaining her Registered Yoga Teacher 200 hour certification. In 2010 Nichelle completed a Yoga Teacher Certification with Lori Head, PhD
and taught at Mind Your Body in Pocatello from 2010-2012 (stopping at 8 months
pregnant and spending the next year with her new baby girl). Nichelle is grateful to
offer her massage/bodywork and yoga to the Pocatello Community at her studio,
Blue Feather Healing Arts.
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AMTA-Idaho Board of Directors and Appointees:

President
Suzie Lindberg
208-908-9757

president.amtaid@gmail.com

Eastern Unit Rep.
Melinda Shodin
208-541-7771
mshodin@hotmail.com

Northern Unit Asst. Rep.
Donna Hoffman
406-677-3689
3dmassage@gmail.com

Chapter Delegate 2013
Tamra Roth
208-720-2826
Ttroth1012@gmail.com

Second Vice President
Judy Silcock
208-420-9045
judyksilc@magiclink.com

Eastern Unit Asst. Rep.
Andrea Gower
208-252-8023
goweandr@isu.edu

Western Unit Rep.
Deserae Johnson
208-409-0422
cmbidaho@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor
Hayley Lowry
208-540-1028
hayley.lowry@gmail.com
Treasurer
Lenny Burdick
208-884-1220
amta.lenny@gmail.com

Third Vice President
Mary Butler
208-746-5773
MLucia_us@yahoo.com

Northern Unit Rep.
Becky Olinger
509-751-9738
nunitrep.amtaid@gmail.com

Chapter Alternate Delegate 2013
Becky Olinger
(see Northern Unit Rep)
Government Relations Chairman
Judy Silcock
(see 2rd Vice President)
Facebook & Website Administrator
Becky Olinger
(see Northern Unit Rep)

Western Unit Asst. Rep.
Shauna Arnold
208-634-6906
sklines@frontiernet.net

OPEN Volunteer Positions:
Leadership Chairman - Open
Marketing Chairman- Open
Secretary - Open
First Vice President - Open
Central Unit Representative - Open
Central Unit Assistant Rep - Open
Membership Chairman - Open

Chapter WEB page
www.amtaid.org
National WEB page
www.amtamassage.org
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